
MARKETING STRATEGY OF NOKIA AT BANGLADESH

Nokias Business Strategy and Customer Service in Bangladesh . Nokia phones also have special features for
Bangladeshi market such as Bangla sms feature.

Among all such great musical devices, most music lovers love to purchase Nokia XpressMusic handset. There
are huge music lovers of XpressMusic devices across the world, who are crazy about such wonderful musical
assets from long time. The current subscribers base is 36 million and penetration is 23 percent. A nd Nokia
was to give the device an integral role in how people discover, create and sh are the a mazing everyday. Photo:
Amran Hossain On the ground floor of Gulshan's Shopper's World groups of people finger the Nokia handsets
on display, poking buttons, flipping lids and caressing the plastic. It started focusing on the low-cost mobile
phone segment for rural markets in India, but, faced stiff competition from Sony Ericsson, Samsung, and
Motorola who also started offering low-cost handsets. However, because Nokia have no proper customer
support infrastructure, even e-mails to Nokia from the company providing their customer services will go
unanswered or will not be answered in what any normal individual would consider a 'reasonable' period of
time. According to a report published in May , the all-India cellular subscriber figures stand at 38,71, Whilst
'Soft core loyal' will sometimes purchase another brand, and 36 'Switchers' will not specifically seek out a
particular brand, but rather purchase the brand available to them at time of need, or that which was on sale.
Because the awesome music of this handset has proven its quality and its stunning look is also eye catching.
By complaining on these forums we seem to just vent our frustrations but honestly we still get nowhere.
N-series has both high growth rate and market share. N- Series: Rs , :- Nokia targeted the young generation
who wanted to possess mobiles with the latest technologies such as a 5 MP camera, a decent music player,
GPRS, etc. The phone associates with the personality attributes of the young generation. But times have
changed. Segmentation of Nokia: Connecting people! Normative influence also plays an important role. The
youth of Bangladesh are generally music lovers which influence their consumption pattern of music devices
and as such Bangladeshis form a huge market for Nokia XpressMusic phones. The main challenge that Nokia
faces is to rival the market competitors such as Apple and Android who dominate the market for smartphones.
The main reason behind this perception is the communication and features of the product. In this respect, they
were trying to reach new audiences on the German market and differentiate themselves from competition.
Clothing manufacturers, for example, segment on the basis of age groups such as teenagers, young adults, and
mature adults. They have to abide by the economic policies in whichever country they are operating.


